RESIDENCE PERMIT
SPouse OF A GREEK CITIZEN
FIRST ISSUE - 5 YEARS

(access to paid employment, services or work and independent economic activity)

DOCUMENTS (09)

1. 4 PASSPORT PHOTOS (4x6) AND ON CD
2. PHOTOCOPY ALL THE PAGES OF THE PASSPORT
3. FEE (PARAVOLO) FOR THE CARD - 16€ (FEE CODE - 2119)
   THE CODE FOR THE FEE CAN BE PRINTED FROM www.gsis.gr OR
   FROM KEP AND THEN THE PAYMENT IS DONE AT THE BANK
4. PRINTING OF INSURANCE CAPACITY (DIRECT or INDIRECT) OF A
   PUBLIC INSURANCE BODY (EFKA with submission of A.M.A. -
   A.M.K.A.- Α.Φ.Μ.) or INSURANCE CONTRACT OF PRIVATE
   INSURANCE AGENCY
5. VALIDATED COPY OF SPOUSE’S GREEK ID
6. RECENT COPY OF MARRIAGE CERTIFICATE AND CERTIFICATE OF
   FAMILY STATUS
7. COPY OF DOCUMENT CERTIFYING LEGAL RESIDENCE IN GREECE
   (VISA TYPE C, CERTIFICATE TYPE A, RESIDENCE PERMIT, SPECIAL
   CERTIFICATE, EXPATRIATE ID OR REFUGEE CARD)
8. OFFICIAL DOCUMENT THAT STATES YOUR PLACE OF BIRTH IN
   ENGLISH (FOR EXAMPLE BIRTH CERTIFICATE, PASSPORT ETC.)
9. HOUSE CONTRACT PRINTED FROM TAXISNET
   *IF YOU ARE BEING HOSTED, A DECLARATION FROM THE
   LANDLORD AND TENANT IS REQUIRED
RESIDENCE PERMIT
SPOUSE OF A GREEK CITIZEN
FIRST ISSUE TO PERMANENT RESIDENCE – 10 YEARS

DOCUMENTS (08)

1. 4 PASSPORT PHOTOS (4x6) AND ON CD
2. FEE (PARAVOLO) FOR THE CARD - 16€ (FEE CODE - 2119)
   THE CODE FOR THE FEE CAN BE PRINTED FROM www.gsis.gr OR
   FROM KEP AND THEN THE PAYMENT IS DONE AT THE BANK
3. COPY OF THE LAST RESIDENCE PERMIT
4. COPY OF ALL PAGES OF ALL PASSPORTS OF THE LAST 5 YEARS
5. PHOTOCOPY OF SPOUSE’S GREEK ID
6. SOLEMN DECLARATION OF THE SPOUSE THAT THE MARITAL
   STATUS HAS NOT CHANGED (SIGNED AT KEP)
   *(OPTIONAL) RECENT FAMILY STATUS CERTIFICATE
7. HOUSE CONTRACT PRINTED FROM TAXISNET
   *IF YOU ARE BEING HOSTED, A DECLARATION FROM 8HE
   LANDLORD AND TENANT IS REQUIRED
8. OFFICIAL DOCUMENT THAT STATES YOUR PLACE OF BIRTH IN
   ENGLISH (FOR EXAMPLE BIRTH CERTIFICATE, PASSPORT ETC.)
RESIDENCE PERMIT
SPOUSE OF A GREEK CITIZEN
RENEWAL TO PERMANENT RESIDENCE - 10 YEARS

DOCUMENTS (05)

1. **4 PASSPORT PHOTOS** (4x6) AND ON CD
2. **COPY OF ALL PAGES OF ALL THE PASSPORTS** OF THE LAST 5 YEARS
3. **COPY OF THE LAST RESIDENCE PERMIT**
4. **OFFICIAL DOCUMENT** THAT STATES YOUR PLACE OF BIRTH IN ENGLISH (FOR EXAMPLE BIRTH CERTIFICATE, PASSPORT ETC.)
5. **FEE (PARAVOLO)** FOR THE CARD - 16€ (FEE CODE - **2119**) 

THE CODE FOR THE FEE CAN BE PRINTED FROM **www.gsis.gr** OR FROM KEP AND THEN THE PAYMENT IS DONE AT THE BANK